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ABSTRACT 

A new wave equation is developed by Lagrangian methods for applications in 

celestial mechanics as part of ECE theory. A method is inferred for the calculation of a planar 

orbit for any force between a mass m orbiting a mass M in a plane. Two methods of solution 

of the wave equation are given and the self consistency of the method checked in the 

Newtonian limit. It is shown that the Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) is one out of an 

infinite number of force laws that give orbital precession. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of this series of two hundred and forty two papers to date { 1 - 10}, 

Einsteinian general relativity (EGR) has been refuted in comprehensive detail and in many 

ways. In order to seek a replacement theory applicable for all observable orbits, a number of 

methods have been proposed in recent papers of this series. It has been found that orbital 

precession is given by an infinite number of force laws, not just the force law of Einsteinian 

general relativity (EGR). For example the Minkowski force gives a precession, and this 

process has been animated by B. Foltz on www.aias.us. Any force law proportional tor to the 

power n gives a precession, with the sole exception of n = 2, and this precession has again 

been animated on www.aias.us by B. Foltz. Essay 80 on www.aias.us lists fifty seven of the 

available refutations ofEGR, so it is a completely refuted theory, and the preceding papers of 

this series severely criticise the dogmatic claims of EGR to be a precise theory. 

In Section 2 a wave equation is inferred from a combination of the two classical 

Euler Lagrange equations of an object of mass m orbiting an object of mass M in a plane. 

These classical equations are used in EGR, despite its claim to be a relativistic theory. So 

EGR is not only incorrect in many ways, it is conceptually self inconsistent. This wave 

equation can be extended to the Minkowski spacetime straightforwardly, and that will be the 

subject of future work, but in this paper the classical limit is examined. Two solutions are 

given of the wave equation, one derived by computer algebra by H. Eckardt. This second 

solution is tested for self consistency and correctness in the Newtonian limit and applied with 

some simple force laws to find the orbit. As far as the authors are aware, this is the first time 

. 
that a method has been devised in celestial mechanics to find the orbit for any force law. The 

orbit for the Hooke Newton inverse square law is an ellipse, as is well known. The precessing 

ellipse is given by an infinite number of other types of force law. Using this method the 
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claims ofEGR can be tested in another way. 

Section 3 is a description of the numerical m~thods used by H. Eckardt: computer 

algebra used to check the hand calculations and used to solve the new wave equation. 

2. WAVE EQUATION AND PLANAR ORBITAL SOLUTIONS FOR ANY FORCE. 

Consider the orbit of a mass m around a mass M in a plane. The two equations of 

motion from a well known Lagrangian analysis { 11} are: 

.. ') . ) ~(r-<B 

and • 
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Here F is the force between m and M and L is the conserved total angular momentum. The 
0 

plane polar coordinates are rand & . From Eq. (2) in Eq. (1): 
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This is a wave equation with structure: 

0 
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where 

Under a well defined constraint to be discussed below, this equation is a harmonic 

oscillator with period: 

( <;() 
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and apsidal angle: 
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where the angular velocity is defined by Eq. ( l ) : 
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Therefore the angular coordinate is: 

- {u) e - "1f 
and can be found for any force. 

Eq. ( b ) has the solution: 
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with: 

provided that: 
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In order to prove this, note that Sl is a function of time, so: 
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Eq. ( \~)is a second order differential equation for the time dependence of S2_ 

and is a subsidiary or constraint equation that must be obeyed if the solution ( \ l) be true. 

Eq. ( \'\)can always be solved, analytically or numerically, so Eq. ( \) ) is always true. 

The second method of solution of Eq. ( b ) is due to computer algebra by H. 

Eckardt, giving the solution: 

\ -
5 

where A and B are constants of integration which have to be found by further analysis. For 

any curve { 11 } : 



where Ar is an area. Assume that in timeT an area Ar is swept out. Then in timet an area 

1\< \. /-r is swept out. Therefore: 1 I J. ~ _ ( ~ ~ \ 
Art / T ~ JAr -=- ~ ( ) 

t ~ J:_ j() ~e.- (n) 
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and in general: 

From Eqs. ( ~ D ) and ( J..) ): 
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for any curve and any force law. 

Using the chain rule: 

~ ;Jr ~~ - ().~) 
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and the angular polar coordinate is: 



and can be found for any force law, Q.E.D. For any curve in the classical Lagrangian 

dynamics { 11} of any planar orbit: 
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for all planar orbits. 

In the Newtonian limit { 1 - 11} the force law is: L: 
where cL is the half right magnitude of the elliptical orbit: 

rJ_ 

\ ~ f (os e 
where f- is the eccentricity. It was checked by computer algebra as follows that the result 

( d..'\) gives the ellipse ( ~~ ) for the Newtonian force law ( ),S ). This is a rigorous 

test of the self consistency of the theory. The solution of Eq. ( d ~ ) with the force law ( ~ ) 

is, by computer algebra: _, cl - !_ Jh-\ ~r • 

e ..St~ -) < 
Lo\ ( ') A )')II') \- J..rL ~ 
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where y is a constant of integration. If: ( \ ( 
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Using Eq. ( )~ ), Eq. ( j~) simplifies to: 

\ =-

\ t f (o..f e 
which is Eq. ( ) ~ ), Q. E. D. 

So Eq. ( ~~)is rigorously correct for the Newtonian force. Having tested it in this 

way it may be applied to other forces and this is done in Section 3. 

Eq. ( 3 b ) can be simplified by noting that: 

~ -
\-f-') 

where a is the semi major axis of the ellipse { 11}. So: 
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In the Newtonian theory { 11}: 

so the constant of integration x is: 

A -

which has the correct units ofthe square of linear velocity. 

The precessing conical section: 

r =-
\-\ t- CoS (x8) 

is found from the force law { 1 - 11 } 

~M_& )~") 

and computer algebra is used in Section 3 to check this result, giving a precise result for the 

precession constant · X , a new result and an advance over previous work. EGR claims that 

the force law is: 

-~m& -
This claim can be tested by using Eq. ( ~I ) in Eq. ( d.1) to find the precession of the polar 

angle due to EGR, which claims that for a revolution of 'd.'{( : 

e ~ }'If ( \ + x \) - ( 4-\?J 

where: 
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This claim ofEGR is based on the same Lagrangian analysis that leads to Eq. ( b ), so Eq. 

( ~<\)must produce the result ( 4-'\) ifEGR is correct. It is known from Essay 80 on 

www.aias.us that EGR is incorrect in many ways. 

Finally in this Section the Minkowski force has been shown in immediately 

preceding papers to be: 

.fl. + 
-f" 

where ~ ( and e_ B ~e the unit vectors of the plane polar coordinate system. The 

Minkowski force is the Newtonian force corrected for the Lorentz factor: 

( 
1 J-1{~ 

\- " 
~ 
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where the velocity appearing in the Lorentz factor is given by the Minkowski metric as: 

t ( L ~ ~)~ - { S )) 

From Eq. ( ~0 ): 

so: 
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Using the chain rule: 
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so Eq. ( S S ) can be used to find the orbit in the form: 
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for any force law. Using Eq. ( Slr) in Eq. ( d.~ ) the true anomaly (or orbital polar angle) 

can be expressed as: 

~LA-- ($t) 
( 

So the true anomaly becomes: 

e ~ Lo 1-~~ (sq) ----"""-
implying that: 
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which is Eq. ( l. ) Q. E. D. So the theory of this section is rigorously correct and self 

consistent and is a new and powerful method of celestial mechanics. 

3. COMPUTATION OF ORBITS FOR SELECTED FORCE LAWS. 

Section by H. Eckardt. 
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